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This Man

2013-06-18

book 1 of the 1 new york times bestselling this man series young interior designer ava o shea has no idea what awaits her at the
manor a run of the mill consultation with a stodgy country gent seems likely but what ava finds instead is jesse ward a
devastatingly handsome utterly confident pleasure seeking playboy who knows no boundaries ava doesn t want to be attracted to
this man and yet she can t control the overwhelming desire that he stirs in her she knows that her heart will never survive him
and her instinct is telling her to run but jesse is not willing to let her go he wants her and is determined to have her

The Forbidden (Special preview of the scene everyone's talking about)

2017-07-04

from the 1 bestselling author of the this man trilogy what do you do when you can t control your feelings for someone when you
know you shouldn t go there not even in your head annie has never experienced the spark with a guy the kind of instant chemistry
that steals your breath and blindsides you completely until a night out with friends brings her face to face with the wickedly
sexy and mysterious jack it s not just a spark that ignites between them it s an explosion jack promises to consume annie and he
fully delivers on that promise overwhelmed by the intensity of their one night together annie slips out of their hotel room she
is certain that a man who s had such a powerful impact on her and who could bend her to his will so easily must be dangerous but
she s already in too deep and jack isn t only dangerous he is forbidden

Wicked Truths

2020-11-12

the second book in the brand new hunt legacy duology by the sunday times and new york times bestselling author of the this man
series a desperate passion a dangerous love story eleanor cole had no idea that when she met the charmingly irresistible becker
hunt she was putting her life on the line so when she discovers his secrets escape seems to be her only option but becker isn t
ready to let eleanor go she knows better than to fall into his corrupt world again but how long can she resist when he s stolen
her heart eleanor must make a choice to stay and follow becker into the heart of the danger or risk losing him forever becker
hunt is back and this time he s not letting eleanor walk away
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Leave Me Breathless

2019-11-05

in this very satisfying mix of dizzying intrigue and steamy romance the 1 new york times bestselling author delivers a novel
that s perfect for those who love a good alpha male and a damsel in distress who doesn t wait for someone else to rescue her
publishers weekly ryan willis has spent years in the protection business a job that requires constant vigilance and quick
thinking his only chance to truly relax is at his secluded cabin in a small town where there are never any surprises so when
ryan returns after an assignment and encounters a beautiful stranger he isn t only surprised he s also instantly intrigued
hannah bright is a breath of fresh air and ryan is soon completely consumed unable to stop from falling for her as the two grow
closer his instinct tells him something is amiss yet nothing could prepare him for what he discovers when he starts digging into
her past hannah spends her days painting running her arts and crafts store and hiding too many secrets it s why she won t let
the ruggedly handsome bodyguard get too close but their chemistry is undeniable and hannah quickly finds herself caught up in a
whirlwind romance with ryan he is peace personified a balm to her battered soul yet the gorgeous captivating man who has swept
hannah off her feet doesn t even know who she really is and the moment he finds out both their lives are at risk

This Woman Forever

2024-05-14

living a life free of demons and finding forgiveness had always seemed unattainable to jesse ward and yet ava o shea offered him
a chance of happiness the possibility of a happy ever after their affair has been an intense whirlwind full of highs and lows
and now jesse s finally on the cusp of realizing what he always thought was impossible love marriage acceptance redemption
except for one very important thing the final part of jesse s past that he s kept from the woman of his dreams because surely
ava will walk away if she knows about the most damaging skeleton in his endless closet as jesse navigates his wild infinitely
passionate relationship with ava the demons stir threatening to damage their love and trust his domination and fierceness
inevitably intensifies ensuring he s constantly straddling the line between bliss and complete irrationality his past is
pursuing him his forever with ava is uncertain and jesse s faced with the inconceivable reality that by simply bringing ava into
his world he s ultimately risked her life

With This Man

2018-03-20

jesse ward is back in the newest novel in the 1 new york times bestselling this man series the raw emotion and vulnerability is
breathtaking rt book reviews super steamy emotionally intense library journal life is good for jesse the lord ward perfect
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actually he still has the charm he s in great shape and he still reduces his wife ava to a pool of desire with a mere look he s
in full control just how he likes it but jesse s perfect world falls apart when a terrible accident lands ava in the hospital
with a life threatening head injury devastated and angry he feels like his entire existence hangs in the balance he cannot
survive without this woman s love so when she finally comes around his shaking world begins to level out but his nightmare doesn
t end there it s only just begun because his wife can t remember the last sixteen years of her life that s all of him all of
their time together he is a stranger to her now jesse must do whatever it takes to find her memories and help her fall madly
passionately in love with him all over again

His True Queen

2023-10-31

1 new york times sunday times bestselling author jodi ellen malpas was born and raised in england where she lives with her
husband her boys and theo the doberman she is a self professed daydreamer and has a terrible weak spot for alpha males after
writing in secret for too long jodi exploded onto the scene in 2012 with her debut novel this man starring the prolific jesse
ward writing powerful love stories with fierce memorable characters is her passion a passion that has taken her on an amazing
journey into the limelight of romantic fiction her work is now published in more than twenty five languages across the world

This Woman

2022-11-15

featuring extended excerpts from with this man by jodi ellen malpas hardwired by meredith wild at his mercy by shelly bell
beautiful liar by zara cox slow surrender by cecilia tan all he wants by c c gibbs

Some Like It Hot

2018-03-16

you don t need to read the series to enjoy this story but if you re already a jesse ward fan just wait until you see the advice
he gives drew about falling in love i thought i had control i was so so wrong i don t need a relationship i have hux a decadent
club where i quench whatever raw desire i choose i take pleasure and i give it no strings attached so when raya rivers comes in
asking for someone cold emotionless and filthy well no man ever takes his wicked pleasure quite the way i do only raya is
different vulnerable and carrying some deep sorrow that gets past all my carefully constructed walls and inexplicably makes me
care now craving controls me ice has given way to red hot need but raya has no idea about my other life my real life that i m
daddy to an adorable little girl my two worlds are about to collide with the force of a supernova once raya knows the truth will
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she be able to accept all i am

ALL I AM

2017-06-18

a fatal blend of revenge and desire after leaving her fiancé at the altar and quitting her job as a miami cop beau hayley
stumbles through life feeling only resentment injustice loss her mom s death was called an accident she s not convinced grieving
she becomes numb to everything except the constant biting pain of heartbreak and hate she can see no light until she meets james
kelly a man who seems as damaged as she is inside and out and yet despite his twisted cold façade he stimulates feelings
pleasure he is a respite from her own flaws a complete mystery and impossible to resist james kelly has only one objective find
the men who murdered his family and kill them all very slowly but the web of crime and deceit leads him to beau hayley the
daughter of the notorious fbi agent who pursued him relentlessly until her death beau is not what james expected and past the
darkness that shrouds her he finds a glimmer of light light is addictive an escape beau might be the key to james s mercy
mission but with dire consequences so he has to decide leave her breathing and risk exposing himself or kill her and continue
his mission still unknown still the enigma two tortured souls playing one deadly game but who will survive

The Enigma

2021-11-16

since the day she married her husband lo harper has watched her happy ever after slip away before her eyes feeling lost and
alone she s stumbling through life each day getting longer harder and more hopeless she doesn t know how much longer she can
hold on until she meets a stranger who ironically becomes a lifeline after he nearly runs her down he s charming kind and he
doesn t pry he s just there making lo smile distracting her if only briefly because she will always return to the pain to the
heartbreak to the unshakable guilt luke williamson is successful content and he keeps his relationships with women uncomplicated
but his simple carefree life is turned up on its head the night a young woman walks out in front of his car drawn to each other
for very different reasons lo and luke forge an unlikely friendship that they both come to rely on and yet while luke shares his
life with lo he knows she s keeping hers from him and as her truth unfolds luke slowly realizes that for lo to have her happy
ever after he has to sacrifice his own so he must make the ultimate decision keep lo in his life as she is a broken shadow of a
woman or walk away and let her heal

His True Queen

2023-09-13
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in this sexy and scandalous historical romance the new york times bestselling author of this man delivers the story of a
successful businessman as he s pulled away from his work and under the spell of the alluring taya winter frank melrose is on the
cusp of taking his father s printing business global the last thing he needs is the distraction of any woman let alone the
dazzling taya winters he s under pressure from the newspaper to unmask the mysterious highwayman causing havoc in belmore square
but his infuriating clashes with taya keep slowing him down what s more he s sure that the highwayman is right under their noses
and that exposing their identity will end not only his story but ruin his family too

For You

2023-04-15

a domineering force in miami s volatile criminal underworld brad black is respected feared his deadly accurate trigger finger
and indestructible persona has earned him his intimidating reputation and up until six months ago hookers drugs and protecting
the black empire was the sum of his life s purpose until he saved her wild brave and beautiful pearl kennedy is brad s
kryptonite a distraction a young distraction but with enemies joining forces coming at them with more force and less mercy than
ever before she s also a deadly distraction focusing on the end game finding and killing their enemies has to remain his
priority but brad completely underestimates the power of his connection with pearl and he can t shake the niggling feeling that
there s more to her than meets the eye pearl kennedy was saved from the clutches of human traffickers by one of the world s most
notorious criminals brad black since being taken back to his family s mansion in miami she s felt safe and protected despite
brad s cold brusque and confusing treatment he should disgust her he s flaunted his hedonistic tastes unapologetically but no
matter how hard pearl tries to fight it she s drawn to the lethal handsome killer yet she knows she s living on borrowed time
and to succumb to the attraction would be to expose herself and her secrets and then it will be just a matter of who will kill
her first the monsters from her past or brad black

A Gentleman Never Tells

2023-07-13

fall in love with a mysterious and tortured hero in this 1 new york times bestselling author s steamy suspenseful romance about
an irresistible booklist british alpha and the one woman who may be able to save him as long as he can protect her from his dark
past normal0falsefalsefalseen usx nonex nonemicrosoftinternetexplorer4named to retailmenot s list of the 23 must read books of
2019 named one of the most popular books published in february 2019 by goodreads izzy white knows of the darkness in this world
after all she escaped it long ago determined not to let her past beat her izzy has a secure stable life with a job she loves in
nursing but one act of kindness will completely upend everything she s so carefully built putting her right back in the
crosshairs of danger she s been so desperate to avoid when theo kane shows up like a knight in shining armor izzy can t help
thinking she s been saved from one threat and exposed to another his imposing physique the harsh lines of his face and the
wariness of everyone who comes close are just a few clues to theo kane s notorious reputation the man is positively terrifying
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but with izzy he s tender and a complete gentleman and her fascination with the mysterious beast of a man becomes too powerful
for her to walk away as theo s demons come to light running becomes even more impossible and yet staying together could doom
them both

The American

2024-03-12

a 1 new york times bestselling author delivers a sexy and scandalous regency romance about an adventurous woman and the
mysterious son of a duke who finds his way into her life perfect for bridgerton fans eliza melrose has always cherished her
independence and when she and her family lived in the countryside it was easy to slip out for a midnight ride write articles for
her father s newspaper and otherwise do as she pleased but now that they ve moved to the heart of fashionable london her every
move is scrutinized and judged worse yet her father wants her to wed and take her proper place in society but eliza wants
nothing to do with marriage and when the new duke of chester moves into his family s long abandoned home across the square her
journalistic instincts immediately kick in are the rumors true did he really kill his family is he as rakish as everyone says
the more eliza finds out the more she wants to know because the duke is a fascinating study of contradictions reclusive and
arrogant fiercely protective and deeply passionate but those who dance too close to the fire often get burned and as the
undeniable flame between them ignites the only question is who s holding the match sexy scandalous and utterly unputdownable
this is the regency novel you ve been waiting for

Gentleman Sinner

2019-02-05

a new standalone novel from jodi ellen malpas the bestselling author of the this man and one night trilogies people think they
have camille logan nailed daddy s girl beautiful spoiled young woman with her father s bank balance to fund her lifestyle but
camille is determined to have a life free from his strings out on her own she s made mistakes including one that found her
clawing her way back after a stint in rehab and plenty of bad press now after fighting so hard to be independent and happy she
finds her life threatened as a result of her father s ruthless business dealings caught between resentment and fear camille
prepares herself for the measures her father will take to protect her but nothing could prepare her for the ex sas sniper who
crashes into her life jake sharp resides in his own personal hell he was distracted from duty once before and the consequences
were devastating both personally and professionally he vowed to never let that happen again accepting the job of bodyguard to
camille logan isn t the kind of distraction from his demons he should take women and jake don t mix well yet protecting the
heiress seems the lesser of two evils but jake soon discovers that she isn t the woman she s perceived to be she s warm
compassionate her presence settling and his duty to protect her soon goes deeper than a well paid job no matter how hard he
fights it he needs absolution he comes to need camille but he knows he can t have both
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The Resurrection

2022-01-25

every kiss every sexy scene every word between this pair owned a piece of my soul i could read this book a hundred times and
still react as if it was the first time the protector is a top 2016 fave for me audrey carlan 1 bestselling author of the
calendar girl series jake sharp resides in his own personal hell the ex sas sniper was distracted from duty once before and the
consequences were devastating both personally and professionally he vowed never to let that happen again the job of bodyguard to
camille logan isn t the kind of distraction from his demons he should take women and jake don t mix well yet the lesser of two
evils seems to be protecting the heiress whose life is threatened as a result of her father s ruthless business dealings he
thinks he knows her type beautiful and spoiled with her father s bank balance to fund her lifestyle but he soon discovers the
real camille warm compassionate determined to be independent and happy after struggling with past mistakes now his duty to
protect her turns into something deeper than a well paid job no matter how hard he fights it he needs absolution he comes to
need camille but he knows he can t have both for fans of maya banks the protector delivers the all consuming romance and
devastating alpha hero that make a jodi ellen malpas novel an irresistible passionate read

One Night with the Duke

2022-08-16

one night will never be enough livy notices him the moment he walks into the coffee shop he s heart stoppingly stunning with a
blue eyed gaze so piercing she s almost too distracted to take his order when he walks out the door she thinks she ll never see
him again then she finds the note he left on his napkin signed m all he wants is one night to worship her no feelings no
commitment nothing but pleasure every defense mechanism livy has adopted during her solitary life is at risk of being
obliterated by this confounding man he s obnoxious but well mannered he s a gentleman but aloof he s passionate but emotionless
yet the fascination is so powerful livy can t deny him or herself m awakens something in livy something deep and addictive that
she never knew existed and that she fears only he can satisfy but she senses that behind the fast cars fancy suits and posh
apartment he s aching inside to have him body and soul she ll have to brave his dark secrets delving into his world and breaking
down his defenses becomes her obsession an obsession that could shatter her heart beyond repair

The Protector

2016-09-08

the manor the very place where their passionate love affair began fills with guests on what should be the happiest day of ava
and jesse s lives she has accepted that she ll never tame the fierceness in jesse and she doesn t want to their love is profound
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their connection powerful but just when she thinks that she s finally gotten beneath his guarded exterior more questions arise
leading ava to believe that jesse ward may not be the man she thinks he is he knows too well how to take her to a place beyond
ecstasy but will he also drive her to the brink of despair it s time for this man to confess

The Protector

2016-09-06

1 nyt bestselling author jodi ellen malpas new unlawful men series for the first time in print with exclusive bonus content and
new cover features pleasure has never been so deadly rose cassidy doesn t truly live she just exists numbing herself to fear and
pain is the only way she can survive in this cruel world so when she s taken as collateral by the notorious danny black in a
deadly game of power she s thrown by the deep fear she feels rising within her and worse than fear a profound desire she s heard
tales of the brit he s callous coldblooded but no one ever said he was wickedly beautiful and darkly captivating he sees past
her mask giving her a cruel sense of hope but she must fight their twisted attraction or risk losing the one thing she survives
for when danny black took an enemy s beautiful lover as security he never anticipated the repercussions or the warped attraction
they would share rose cassidy pushes danny to the brink of madness with her impenetrable façade and savage allure he has to
remind himself that she s bait a solution to a problem yet she evokes powerful feelings in danny and feelings are risky when you
re wanted dead by endless enemies the most dangerous game is about to be played but can either of them win

One Night: Promised

2014-08

book 2 of the 1 new york times bestselling this man trilogy jesse ward drowned her with his intensity and blindsided her with
his passion but he kept her away from his dark secrets and broken soul leaving him was the only way ava o shea could survive she
should have known that jesse ward is impossible to escape and now he s back in her life determined to remind her of the sensual
pleasures they had shared ava is equally determined to get at the truth beneath this man s steely exterior that means letting
herself get close to the lord of the manor once more and it s exactly where jesse wants her within touching distance

This Man Confessed

2013-07-02

the stunning conclusion to the this man trilogy is a 1 new york times bestseller the manor the very place where their passionate
love affair began fills with guests on what should be the happiest day of ava and jesse s lives she has accepted that she ll
never tame the fierceness in jesse and she doesn t want to their love is profound their connection powerful but just when she
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thinks that she s finally gotten beneath his guarded exterior more questions arise leading ava to believe that jesse ward may
not be the man she thinks he is he knows too well how to take her to a place beyond ecstasy but will he also drive her to the
brink of despair it s time for this man to confess

The Brit

2025-04-15

the passion that burned between livy and m in one night promised may end up destroying them both in this novel of overwhelming
desire and shocking discoveries he s amazingly wealthy sinfully gorgeous and can bring her to heights of pleasure she s never
before known for livy there s no turning back she s determined to be the light in m s dark world yet this new life comes with a
steep price m knows that the power he possesses hasn t come without sacrifices but he won t let livy be one of them though he
wants nothing more than to have her in every way his first duty is to protect her at all costs from his sins his enemies and
especially himself but as their insatiable affair intensifies the two attract the attention of an obsessive and dangerous third
party discovering new revelations about m that rock her to the core livy will have to decide whether he s ruined beyond repair
and he must face his fear that in order to save her he may have to lose her after all look for the stunning conclusion in one
night unveiled

With This Woman

2023-10-28

this man book 1 young interior designer ava o shea has no idea what awaits her at the manor a run of the mill consultation with
a stodgy country gent seems likely but what ava finds instead is jesse ward a devastatingly handsome utterly confident pleasure
seeking playboy who knows no boundaries ava doesn t want to be attracted to this man and yet she can t control the overwhelming
desire that he stirs in her she knows that her heart will never survive him and her instinct is telling her to run but jesse is
not willing to let her go he wants her and is determined to have her beneath this man book 2 jesse ward drowned her with his
intensity and blindsided her with his passion but he kept her away from his dark secrets and broken soul leaving him was the
only way ava o shea could survive she should have known that jesse ward is impossible to escape and now he s back in her life
determined to remind her of the sensual pleasures they had shared ava is equally determined to get at the truth beneath this man
s steely exterior that means letting herself get close to the lord of the manor once more and it s exactly where jesse wants her
within touching distance this man confessed book 3 the manor the very place where their passionate love affair began fills with
guests on what should be the happiest day of ava and jesse s lives she has accepted that she ll never tame the fierceness in
jesse and she doesn t want to their love is profound their connection powerful but just when she thinks that she s finally
gotten beneath his guarded exterior more questions arise leading ava to believe that jesse ward may not be the man she thinks he
is he knows too well how to take her to a place beyond ecstasy but will he also drive her to the brink of despair it s time for
this man to confess
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With This Woman

2023-10-31

when aspiring antiques dealer eleanor cole is handed the chance of a lifetime to work for the hunt corporation the renowned
antiques dealers she doesn t think twice only to discover she ll be working up close and personal with the notorious and
insanely irresistible becker hunt he is a man famous for getting what he wants and becker wants eleanor but as becker pulls her
deeper into his world she discovers there s more to him than meets the eye and falling for becker goes from being foolish to
dangerous

Beneath This Man

2013-06-18

a life without secrets and a passion without end the story of livy and m s passionate love affair comes to a stunning conclusion
in the final book in the one night trilogy livy has never known pure desire like this the gorgeous miller hart captivates her
seduces her and worships her in deliciously sinful ways he knows her innermost thoughts drawing her ever deeper into his
dangerous world miller will do anything to keep livy safe even if it means risking his own life but his dark history isn t the
only thing that threatens their future together as the truth of livy s family legacy unravels an unsettling parallel between
past and present comes to light her world spinning out of control livy finds herself caught between the rapture of an all
consuming love and a deadly obsession that could destroy them both

This Man Confessed

2014-01-01

an irresistible connection a desire that won t let go when aspiring antiques dealer eleanor cole is handed the chance of a
lifetime to work for the hunt corporation the renowned antiques dealers she doesn t think twice only to discover she ll be
working up close and personal with the notorious and insanely irresistible becker hunt he is a man famous for getting what he
wants and becker wants eleanor but as becker pulls her deeper into his world she discovers there s more to him than meets the
eye and falling for becker goes from being foolish to dangerous

One Night: Denied

2014-11-11
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her father is the king of england she is the controversial princess regarded as down to earth by the press and rebellious by the
king princess adeline refuses to bow to the royal expectations her title carries she knows better than anyone that the united
front of the royal family is nothing but smoke and mirrors lies and secrets masked by power and privilege she wants no part of
it and she will never surrender to the king s demand to marry a man she does not love but despite adeline s determination to
retain her free will she remains deeply unfulfilled feeling caged and suffocated that is until she meets josh jameson drawn in
by his confidence adeline is soon captivated by the scandalously sexy american actor his ability to penetrate her defences
overwhelms her his touch is pure fire and his allure overpowering nothing has ever made her feel so alive in a world where she s
otherwise slowly drowning however while josh may be hollywood royalty he s not actual royalty and adeline knows the king and his
advisors will do everything in their power to keep them apart but josh jameson becomes the princess s ultimate vice and although
she bows to no one she bows to him

This Man Box Set, Books 1-3

2018-03-02

the brit book 1 in the unlawful men series pleasure has never been so deadly the enigma book 2 in the unlawful men series a
fatal blend of revenge and desire the resurrection book 3 in the unlawful men series love is purpose hate is fuel

Artful Lies

2020-04-30

it starts like any other monday for ty christianson fifty laps in his pool a suave suit a chat with his mum on the way to his
office dodging countless calls from women and his faithful yet cynical assistant waiting for him with a coffee then a meeting
with his business partner and life long friend sal upends everything sal s hired a new assistant without so much as consulting
ty that s a cardinal sin in their world but it s the least of ty s worries sal hasn t just hired a new personal assistant he s
hired an absolute goddess and she s off limits to ty lainey summer drives ty crazy with her savage beauty her effortless
sexiness and her unfathomable veneer she plays her cards way too close to her chest and doesn t that just make her more enticing
unlucky for lainey ty s notoriously irresistible unlucky for ty lainey can resist him or can she as ty sets on a mission to
break lainey an intended conquest becomes a fixation and in the process he s thrown into perfect chaos

ONE NIGHT: UNVEILED

2015-02-10

when notorious mafia boss danny black and lethal assassin james kelly join forces to hunt down a mutual elusive nemesis that
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threatens to destroy them both and take control of their city they know they will be entering a deadly game a game they must win
if they are ever going to live in peace with the women they love away from crime corruption and death but peace is an illusion
love is a daily torment and death will always follow them as power starts to slip from their grasp enemies re emerge and old
personal demons return to haunt them both they finally accept they can never leave their world if they want to stay alive so
they need to protect it at all costs no matter the consequences no matter the losses no matter the pain they must make choices
no men should make kill more ruthlessly love more fiercely and hate with more rage than ever before they re capable ready but
nothing prepares them for the secrets they uncover and the betrayals they face or the personal sacrifices they must make to rise
again two men one goal no mercy this is the rising

Artful Lies

2020-04-30

for fans of j lynn jodi ellen malpas and sylvia day comes the final book in the reign trilogy time is running out who will lana
choose one man has her heart lana s life has shattered around her and she finds herself craving two men the other her soul
caught between a sexy firefighter who scorches her passions and a darkly intense millionaire who ignites her needs she is drawn
deeper and deeper into the spiral of lust and love what s worse the truth about her family is turning out to be darker than she
d ever have suspected and it seems as though she can t trust anyone or anything especially her own desires torn between two men
and surrounded by secrets lana is forced to make an agonizing choice one that could destroy not only her but the people she
loves what and who does she really want an all consuming powerfully addictive love story the reign trilogy is not to be missed

The Controversial Princess

2023-07-18

Unlawful Men Book 4

2023-01-17

The American

2024-03-15
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The Enigma Special Edition

2023-02-21

The Brit Special Edition

2023-02-21

Perfect Chaos

2020-02-18

The Rising Special Edition

2023-02-21

Yours Forever

2015-05-14
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